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I am going to start by asking a couple of questions? 

Let me start with XXX: If I say that I am going to give you 10 euros, and you can chose between getting them 
now today or tomorrow, what would you prefer?  [10 euros note] 

And if tomorrow instead of 10 euros I promise to give you 20, would you take 10 today or 20 tomorrow? [20 
euros note] 

The greek philosopher Aesop said “A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush”. [pause] How certain are 
you that there are indeed birds in the bush or that I will bring 20 euros tomorrow? What is the risk? [pause] 

YYY: if say that I am going to give you 10 euros today or 11 euros in a year, what would you chose? 

I guess that given that choice, some of you would have taken a different option. Some would probably have run 
the numbers and concluded that a 10% return on investment isn’t a bad one, and provided that I keep my 
promise it was worthwhile to wait that extra year for that extra euro. [pause] 

 

Mr Toastmaster of the day, fellow members, guests, 

What we have seen through these questions and answers is the principle of the time value of money, [pause] 
which is caused by the fact that the purchasing power of money can vary overtime. Think of inflation, think of the 
value of the house your parents bought in 70s or the 80s. We are used to this concept even if we don’t 
consciously think of it. 

Dear colleagues, today I don’t want to talk about finance, [pause] my objective in this briefing is to show the 
impact of the time value of money in our industry, in aircraft development projects seen as investment 
projects.  

A few days ago, Jim McNerney, Boeing CEO and chairman, gave an interview to Aviation Week magazine. In 
that interview he used the Boeing 787 as an example of a program in which a bit too much of technology, 
innovation and risk was put in place. [pause] The consequences being over costs and delays. Let me quote him:  

[slide] 

 
[blank] 

I understand that most of you, if not all, have seen the typical graphic showing the cash flow profile of an aircraft 
development project, showing the break even, etc. Let me show you a sample of one such generic graphic taken 
from a paper from NASA. 

[slide] 



 
 

In the graphic you can see the typical curve, going down for some years as the company makes investments in 
property, plant and equipment, [pause] research and development, [pause] investments in working capital, 
materials to produce the first units while no aircraft has yet been delivered. And how, years later, when enough 
units are produced and delivered the program makes first break even [pause]  (in this case after 9 years and 384 
units delivered) and then becomes a profitable investment. 

You can see that in the image I not only left the graphic, but I wanted to leave a formula as well. NPV, Net 
Present Value. This what YYY had in mind when I gave him the chance of getting 10 euros now or 11 in a year. 
NPV is just a method to compare future cashflows with today’s money, by “discounting” the future cash flows at 
an appropriate rate of return. That rate of return takes into account the cost of the capital that we are going to 
invest, the profits that our investors demand.  

Let’s take a 10% as rate of return for simplicity. [pause]  After the 1st year we would have to plug in a 10% here 
in the denominator, plus a 1 in this exponent… the factor would be 0.91. For the 10th year it’s a bit more difficult 
to make the numbers in the head, the factor would go down to 0.39. That is a euro of 10 years from now it is 
worth to us as little as 40 cents today. 

Now let me connect the dots: given the already lengthy nature of our aircraft development programs, which 
from the launch of the program to the first delivery it may take 6 years or more, the fact of having a 2 or 3 year 
delay, as was the case in the 787, has a huge impact in that curve… it postpones the income, the ramp up and 
makes that all positive cash flows of the later years are delayed, and thus are diminished due to the time value of 
money. 

In a previous meeting I mentioned that I had a blog. In my blog I wrote some years ago about this topic and the 
case of the 787. The 3 year delay in the program (other things being equal), made the difference between 
having a break even about 10 years after the program launch (as in the previous example) or reaching 
breaking more than 20 years or not ever reaching it. 

[slide] 

You may see in this other graphic that I made for the blog how the discount factor decreases with the years 
and how big cash inflows in the latter years are greatly diminished when discounted to the beginning of the 
project. 



 
Let me conclude this briefing with 3 remarks: 

• When launching a project, it is key to produce a sound and achievable plan, as the business case will 
be linked to it… and  

• When missing the dates of the plan (think again on the 787), we quickly turn into the scary 
scenario of never breaking even.  

• In line with the quote from McNerney, we see how both at Boeing and here in Airbus, after the 787 case 
the later programs are more incremental rather than technological leapfrogs (new engine options 
A320, A330, 737, 777 MAX). One of the reasons behind is the balancing of the innovation and the risk 
of missing the plan timeline when maturing technologies. A balance between time and money. 

As Aesop said almost 3000 years ago: “a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush”.  


